TEMA'S DATA LAB

INVITES YOU TO A HANDS-ON WORKSHOP ON

SCHOLARLY RESEARCH IN PLAINTEXT:

USING THE ZETTELKASTEN METHOD, MARKDOWN, AND PANDOC TO ORGANIZE A SUSTAINABLE SCHOLARLY WORKFLOW

LED BY: CHARLES BERRET
POST-DOC AT TEMA-G / MEDIA AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!!
BRING YOUR LAPTOP!

17 May
9:30 - 12:00
incl fika
Room: Forum

Every researcher needs a system to organize their work, but many tools and platforms end up working against us. The purpose of this workshop is to examine how the tools we use impact how we conduct scholarly research, especially when those tools are a source of friction with the mental models that best match our projects, practices, and materials. Focusing specifically on text-based research practices, we will explore the Zettelkasten method as a platform-independent, open-source workflow developed in the Digital Humanities to support scholars in gathering, organizing, and developing ideas from notes, to drafts, to manuscripts.